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audio_chart music_listen_playlist.wma.cbr audio Music is not just a collection of sounds. It is a way of self-expression, an instrument that helps you to experience emotions, to express yourself. "The beautiful thing about music is that when it hits you, you don't feel pain." (Bob Marley). Music is not just a collection of sounds. It is a way of expression, a tool that helps to experience emotions, express themselves. "In music there is a
pleasing thing - when it's in you, you don't feel any pain. When you hear the music, You don't feel any pain or suffering. It's yours, and it's easy for you. It's inside you, and you're at peace. When you hear the music, you don't notice it, You just feel everything around you is familiar. There's no fear, no sadness, no longing. There's only pleasure, only beauty. When your soul sings, You feel no fear, no suffering, It's yours and it's easy for
you. When you hear the music, it sounds, You don't live in the flow of the day, You're just enjoying it, When you see, you're silent. How beautiful your world is. No need to know, no need to think. Don't need to know about what is, Â¶ what will be Â¶ Â¶ and you don't need to know what was Â¶ Â¶ and you can't see Â¶ â™ª Or maybe you're just blind â™ª Â¶ Or maybe you just can't see Â¶ â™ª How beautiful the world is â™ª You
hear it! â™ª You hear it sing â™ª When you're happy and when you love Â¶ When you hear Â¶ How your world sings when # When you're not living Â¶ And you're sleeping in peace Â¶ When you know you'll wake up, # Not tomorrow, not in a week â™ª And not in years to come â™ª But you don't know, What you can lean on Â¶ And what will help you Â¶ Â¶ And you don't know what you can lean on Â¶ And you're sleeping
peacefully, Â¶ When you know you're gonna wake up Â¶ â™ª In a year or so â™ª Â¶ But that year Â¶ Â¶ Is just a moment Â¶ # Which, you Â¶ Can't Â¶ Â¶Â¶ You won't want Â¶Â¶ Â¶ And you can't Â¶ Â¶ To understand Â¶ And you sleep in peace, Â¶ In that peace of mind Â¶ And maybe not even a year from now, And maybe not in two. And it's only after that, Suddenly you realize â™ª That you're... â™ª Â¶ Just Â¶ Didn't want
â™ª Wake up â™ª Â¶ So Â¶ I wanted to sleep. But, The alarm clock came. And, as luck would have it, â™ª Couldn't wait â™ª â™ª To get up â™ª â™ª In the morning â™ª # Again Change my climate. Me, I don't feel like getting up. Made, # Made me a cup of coffee # # As usual # # Quickly. Ð¯, â™ª Got up quick â™ª Had my breakfast, And I went out. I came, To the service, As always, â™ª Without a good night's sleep â™ª And I
went in, # Into the department # â™ª I put on â™ª â™ª My jacket â™ª â™ª sat down â™ª At my computer, â™ª As I always do â™ª # Passed, # A day's work # Regular, As, All. Ð˜, Till lunchtime, To sit, I, Didn't. Here he comes, The warden. Said, Me,
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